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UAO: They're "really" coming
MTV Real World members will address University Thursday
CRAIG GIFFORD
STAFF WRITER

For students who complain that
there is little to do in Bowling
Green, they need not look any further than their own campus for
entertainment Thursday. Four cast
members from the MTV show ""Real
World" will be coming to the University.
"Real World" films the lives and
daily interactions of young people
living together.
Cast members Puck and Rachel
from San Francisco, Janet from
Seattle and Colin from Hawaii will
be at the University to talk about
conflict management, diversity,
voyeurism in the 90s and their own
experiences on the show.
According to Allison Vogle, coordinator of the event, "people want
things they can relate to, which is
why I chose to bring this group to

the University."
Beyond entertaining, the event is
also hoping to raise money for
Dance Marathon, which will receive
half the proceeds.
"This is our way of contributing
to Dance Marathon." Vogle said.
"We usually provide a band, which
we will this year, but we wanted to
do something else as well."
UAO, the sponsor of the event,
believes this will attract a large audience.
"We arc expecting a very good
turnout," said Jen Joyce. UAO president.
"We arc hoping by doing this, we
will get people hyped up about the
fact that programming can be fun on
our campus." Vogle said.
The University students are also
excited about having the Real World
cast members come to the University
"It'll give the students something
to do," said sophomore exercise spe-

cialist major Doug Jackson.
"It's kind of nice seeing these
people live their lives on TV; now
we will get to see them here." said
sophomore history major Andy
Pasateri.
Even with all the excitement,
many students still remember what
happened last year when UAO had
to cancel its "They Might Be
Giants" concert. However. Joyce
assures that no such thing will occur
again this year.
"We have a contract with them
and they will be here." Joyce said.
The four cast members will be
appearing at Kobacker Hall. Tickets
for the event go on sale today at the
Olscamp information desk from
5:30-7:30 p.m.. and will cost one
dollar, which is bursarablc. They
will be $2 Thursday.
"People do want to come to programs held on campus." Vogle said.
"We just have to find the right thing
for them, which we feel this is."

Multi-media production showcases sexuality
CARLASCHOBER
STAFF WRITKR

Wil Tictsort. senior liberal studies major, is not your average student.
For the last several months. Tietsort has been working on his senior
honors project. "Morgan Burning."
in preparation for graduation from
the University with honors
The project is an experiment in
artistic media - it will blend a live
performance with video and at times
incorporate the audience into the
script.
"It's all about visuals, character
and symbiosis." he said.
Tietsort wrote the script and is
directing the production of "Morgan
Burning."
The piece is semi-autobiographi-

cal, incorporating much of his high
school experiences into the text.
"The issue of sexuality is dealt
with in an antiseptic manner." he
said. "It's become a mainstream
issue, and it's dealt with in a very set
way."
According to Tietsort, most people don't think about young
teenagers struggling with their sexuality. He hopes to emphasize the fact
that people don't simply reach
adulthood knowing who they are:
there's a long process of development to go through first. The story
will be placed in an adolescent setting.
Tietsort said it's not difficult at
all to write about events from his
own life.
"1 don't really feel like I have
anything to hide." he said. "It's still

fiction.

Bill Carey, senior music and
composition/computer
science
major, is Tielsort's neighbor and is
assisting with the score for Morgan
Burning.
"I'm impressed with him lackling the issues he is. first of all, and
putting it in that form." Carey said.
"It's really ambitious "
The Morgan Burning script has
undergone extensive revisions from
it's inception, including the addition
of a video documentary to be played
during the performance.
That's just the way that things
should be. Tietsort believes. "You
let the experiences change to change
the work**' he said. "Art's like a living thing; you have to let it grow
and evolve."
The business portion of the pro-

ject has also proved to be challenging. "I knew that I was in store tor ;i
lot." he said. A great deal of time has
been needed for communicating and
networking with the various people
and organization that are assisting
with Morgan Burning.
Tietsort is working with more
than 12 actors, nearly 20 crew persons including a choreographci and
a composer, the Independent Film
and Theater Corps, the Film Student
Committee and Theta Alpha Phi. an
on-campus theater fraternity. He
also has three faculty advisors for
the project: Associate Professor Lisa
Wolford (Theater).
Instructor
Catherine Zweig (Art. Chapman
Learning Community) and Assistant
Professor Michelle Illuminato (Art).
i Sec MORGAN, page f>.

Recent dorm fires raise concerns at BG
STEFANIESI7.EMORE
STAFF WRITER

Two dorm fires in one week are
forcing colleges and universities
around the country
to question their
own fire safe-

required to have sprinkler systems
installed until 1984.
Zentmeyer said that the office of
residence life is always looking into
sprinkler systems.
"We have looked into several
sprinkler systems over the past few
years and at this point the water supply is inadequate." he said. "Even

After a bunch of false alarms last
year. Bowling Green added plastic
safety covers over the fire alarms
around campus. According to Curlis
this has reduced false alarms greatly.
Brandon Scott, sophomore sports
management major, lives in Offenhaucr West and has only had one
false alarm this year.

1996 BGSU Dorm Fire

M

Where: Rodgers Hall
When:Feb2 1996
How it started: A resident left a
candle unattended.
Damage: East side of the top
floor of Rodgers rendered unlivable

codes
. and procedures.
Last Wednesday, a fire broke out
at Seton Hall University killing
three 18-year- old students and early
Saturday morning a fire broke out at
Heidelberg College hurting no one.
but causing extensive property damage.
Like many universities. Bowling
Green State University does, not
have sprinklers in individual dorm
rooms.
According to Jim Zentmeyer.
assistant director of residence life
housing and operations, sprinklers
save property and detection saves
lives.
"Bowling Green has an excellent
detection system and I have complete confidence in it." he said.
"Sprinklers are good, but really all
they do is stop the spread of the
fire."
Zentmeyer said Bowling Green
does not have sprinklers in the dorm
rooms because of the inadequate
water supply in Bowling Green It
would be almost impossible to have
water going to every dorm room on
campus.
Another reason for the lack of
sprinklers in the dorm rooms on
campus is the age of the buildings.
All the dorms on campus were built
before or around 1970 and fire codes
were different than today. It was not

with sprinklers in the dorm rooms
by the lime the water is activated the
temperature of the room would be
fatal."
John Curlis, fire safety officer at
the University department of environmental health and safety, would
put Bowling Green's fire safety program against any other school,
"We have a great program here
without having sprinklers in the
dorms." he said.
Curlis is always recommending
sprinklers, but recommendations are
all he can make.
"I am not the one who makes the
final decision." he said. "Our department is always recommending
sprinklers because they would add
extra security, but even without
them our fire safely program is one
of the best."
In response to ihe Seion Hall
tragedy. Curlis admits thai false
alarms are a problem at BGSU.
According to The Associated
Press, many of the 640 residents of
Boland Hail at Seton Hall University went back to sleep when they
heard the alarm about 4:30 a.m.,
thinking it was just another in a
siring of 18 false alarms lhat had
been set off in ihe building since
September
"People are always pulling false
alarms and it is a really serious, lifethreatening problem." Curlis said.

"We have had only one alarm, but
no one really takes them seriously."
he said. "I think that Bowling Green
needs to add sprinklers or do some
thing to make students lake alarms
seriously."
Zentmeyer thinks that Bowling
Green is doing the best that it can
"We are always updating and
recvaluating our fire safety program." Zentmeyer said. "There is
new technology coming out all the
time and the important thing is that
we keep up with it."
One step Bowing Green is taking
to stay updated with fire safety is
adding a new detection system to
Founders this upcoming summer.
The new system will be able to
pinpoint the location of the fire
within feel.
"The current system is good but
the new' system is a lot more specific in knowing where the fire started." Zentmeyer said.
Zentmeyer hopes that in the next
si\ years sprinklers will be in every
dorm room on campus.
"We are talking about it right
now and I think it is going to happen
sooner than people think." he said.

counselor explains warning
signs of alcohol poisoning
BETH SHOEMAKER
STAFF WRITER

A case of beer after a hard day of
classes
Rounds of shots for a
friend's 21st birthday. A night of
sweating, vomiting and swearing
never to drink that much again.
No big deal, right?
Wrong.
Maybe dead wrong, according to
Carrie Belair. a certified chemical
dependency counselor at the Wellness Connection.
"Most people don't consider
praying to the porcelain god as an
overdose, but it is." Belair said.
"And any overdose can be fatal."
Last semester. 25 University students experienced alcohol or drugrelated overdose- so severe that it
landed them in the Wood County
Hospital.
Belair said that these situations
were "isolated." and not specifically
related to fraternity or sorority
events, unlike many cases across the
country — most notably at MIT.
which left one person dead.
"'We do have a large problem
with alcohol abuse and alcohol poisoning on campus." she said. "It
just hasn't reached those extremes."
Belair is trained in explaining to
students how to recognize the symptoms of alcohol poisoning. She uses
a report called the Bacchus Beat,
published in August 1994. to explain
these warning signs.
"The first, and most obvious sign
is simply knowing that someone has
consumed large quantities ol alcohol
in a short period oi lime." she said
Other signs include unconsciousness, cold, clammy or unusually
pale or blue skin and slow or irregular breathing.
"Someone suffering from alcohol
poisoning will also vomit while
they're unconscious and not wake
up or realize that it happened."
Belair said.
Junior English Literature major
Brad Wolfenden knows these signs
all too well. In 1997. a celebration

for high school graduation went a
little too far.
"I drank every beer 1 could find.'"
Wolfenden said, adding that he
probably consumed 30-35 beers.
Wolfenden suffered many of these
symptoms of alcohol poisoning,
including unconsciousness and
vomiting.
Wolfenden was lucky
though.
'"I have no desire to ever do anything like that again."' he said.
Just as important as being able to
understand ihe symptoms of alcohol
poisoning is being smart enough to
know how to deal with it.
"Don't hesilale or worry about
what that person will think when
they wake up." Belair said. "Do
something — call 911."
Belair also said that if you are
close to a hospital, take that person
in immediately.
"'Even if it's not alcohol poisoning, it's better to be safe than sorry."
she said.
Don't leave someone who may
be suffering from alcohol poisoning
alone.
"Watch their breathing closely."
Belair said. "If it stops, start CPR
immediately."
Above all else, stand by your
decision. "Remember that your
judgment, as the friend, is best." she
said.
Just watching your alcohol consumption may not be enough,
according to Belair.
"I've been shocked by students
who have really low blood alcohol
content (BAC). but are experiencing
alcohol poisoning anyway." she
said.
Any drinking that your body isn't
used to can bring an onset of alcohol
poisoning. According to Belair.
even a first time experience with
hard liquor can shock the body
enough to cause an overdose.
And. mixing drugs, such as marijuana, with alcohol consumption
presents an even larger problem —
one that many students don't even
realize.
"Alcohol can pass through the
body quickly on its own," Belair
said. "Using marijuana while drinking keeps your body from eliminating the alcohol because marijuana
suppresses the urge to vomit.
"Students often drink and take a
lew puffs from a joint and don't
think anything of it." she said. "It is
an extremely deadly combination."
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Associated Press Photo
Seton Hall Fire — Students Vanessa Gomez, left, of Hagerstown, Md., and Nicole Nocera of Old
Bride, N.J., huddle outside Boland Hall at Seton Hall University in South Orange, N. J„ Wednesday morning, Jan. 19, 2000. Three male students were killed and 62 people injured in the blaze at
the Roman Catholic University. Four students were critically burned, including one suffered thirddegree burns over most of his body.
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■ Titans, Rams advance
to Super Bowl XXXIV.
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The World
In Brief
Russian troops strive for
royalty in Chechnya
URUS-MARTAN. Russia (AP)
— The Russian lank smashed into a
red brick wall thai Islamic militants
had built as an execution spot, a way
to enforce their rule and intimidate
Chechen residents. Cheers and
shouts of approval rose from the
hundreds of people in the surrounding crowd.
Demolishing the wall was a key
part of the Russian military"s efforts
to w i n the support of people in UrusMartan and surrounding towns and
restore government control. Other
mc.iMircs in this hearts-and-minds
campaign include helping find the
bodies of civilians killed in the
fighting and promising aid to rebuild
shattered towns.

The Nation
In Brief
i-'ire at rail yard forces
hundreds to evacuate
I I.INT. Mich. (AP) — A train cai
'caught lire in a rail yard and spewed
•burning propane Friday, closing
'schools and forcing hundreds of
• people to evacuate their homes for
[ tear of an explosion.
There were no immediate reports
■of injuries.
It wasn't known what sparked the
• fire. The train was passing through
the CSX yard when a railroad
employ, .' spotted flames shooting
from a valve used to relieve pressure
in the tankers.

Texan executed for rape,
murder
IIUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) — A
man was executed Thursday for
beating his elderly grandmother,
then returning to her house, raping
her and fatally shattering her skull
David I licks was 26 and recently
released from jail when he left 88year-old Ocolor Hegger for dead,
her skull shattered with a wooden
>ln, 11 slop, a prosecutor said. Semen
found at the scene was matched to
Hicks.

Kohl scandal reaches beyond German borders to France
Associ»ra>

PRESS

BERLIN — The web of
secret money transfers trapping Germany"s conservatives in a Financing scandal
widened Sunday with allegations that the French government of Francois Mitterrand
tunneled millions of dollars to
support former Chancellor
Helmut Kohl's 1994 re-election.
The scandal — which has
involved
money
trading
hands in suitcases, arms deals
stretching from Canada to
Saudi Arabia, and the suicide
of a party accountant — look
a further bizarre twist Sunday
after a fake statement was
faxed to news media saying
Kohl was ready to name
anonymous donors to the
Christian Democratic party.
Kohl told the Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung newspaper that the fax was a forgery
and reiterated that he would
not identify the donors from
whom he has admitted soliciting $1 million that was kept
off party books.
"I don't have the intention
to make such a statement."
Kohl was quoted as saying.
His refusal to name names
has become the key issue in
the scandal. Parliament has

launched an inquiry to examine whether bribes or kickbacks influenced government
decisions under Kohl, who
was chancellor from 1982-98.
and he also is the subject of a
criminal investigation
Kohl stepped down as
honorary chairman of the
Christian Democratic party
last week under pressure from
party leaders who demanded
he identify the donors. Some
party officials have even hinted of possible legal action
against Kohl to compel him to
reveal the donors.
Angela Merkcl. party secretary-general, was meeting
with senior party leaders Sunday evening to review an
audit of the party's finances
She
told
reporters
that
accountants were unable to
clarify where $5.7 million in
party money had come from,
although $1 million were
believed to be from-Kohl's
anonymous donors.
The audit was to be made
public Monday, but Merkcl
said it revealed nothing new
about the part of the scandal
disclosed over the weekend
involving Millerand. who
died in 1996. and the French
oil company Elf-Aquitaine.
ARD television reported
Saturday
that
Mitterrand

arranged payment of $15.7
million to the Christian
Democrats and
that
the
money was transferred as pan
of alleged bribes totaling $4-4
million paid by Iill-Aquitaine
for its 1992 purchase of the
former East German I.euna
refinery.
The alleged bribes have
long been the subject of
investigation by Swiss and
French prosecutors.
Officials in the German
chancellor's office also have
been searching for missing
government files on the privatization deal sought by parliament as part of its inquiry into
the scandal. This week, the
government said it would
appoint a special investigator
10 Hack down what happened
to the files.
ARD said there was no
evidence Kohl was aware of
the $15.7 million transfer, and
Roik called the allegation a
character assassination of the
former chancellor.
In a joint report with
French Television 2. ARD
cited sources close to Mitterrand as saying the money was
not bribes but was intended to
serve "state interests for
Europe "

Associated Press Photo
CHANCELLOR — Former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl stands before members of the German Democratic Party (CDU) during their New Year reception in
Bremen, northwest Germany.

Report: Document details corruption in union of civil servants
ASSOCIATE

P>!''ss

NEW YORK — An internal
report outlines widespread corruption within the nation's largest union
of government workers, from theft
to the use of union credit cards to
cover personal expenses. The New
York Times reported today.
The report details problems in the
American Federation of State.
County and Municipal Employees,
which has 14 million members The
newspaper said the report was pro-

vided by a union official it did no1
identify.
The document is a list of $4.6
million in claims the union made to
its insurance company, seeking
reimbursement under a policy covering fraud by union officials. It
involved claims pending in November.
The memo describes corrupt
activities by 35 union officials,
including $2.2 million allegedly
misappropriated by an official at the
union's New York City affiliate. Dis-

trict Council 37. Mote than half the
claims arise from the council, in
which two dozen officials have been
indicted.
Olhei corruption claims involved
union locals in Indiana. Massachusetts. Minnesota, Montana. New Jersey. Ohio and Pennsylvania.
While acknowledging the accuracy of information in the report,
AFSCME officials said the report
demonstrated a commitment to
uncovering wrongdoing In many
cases, the Times said, union spun

£^v Don't go bananffs^
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sored audits uncovered the corrup
(ion.
General counsel Lawrence Weinbeig also said problems .it a dozen oi
two locals was not extraordinan
given the numbei ol unions repre
scntcd by the parent
between
7.000 and 8.000.
The report said corruption included $96,000 apparently embezzled by
the ousted treasurer of Local 366 in
Milwaukee: $51,000 taken In a
senior official at District Council 20
in Washington, ami $13,500 m

union checks stolen by the treasurer
ol a local in Elkhart. Ind
Union President Gerald McEntee
is chairman ol the AFL-CIO's political committee. He is one of labor'.
most prominent backers ol Vice
President Al Gore and has overseen
more than $4 million in contributions lo Democratic Party cause.
ovei the last three years. The 'limes
said

Apartment Living
Not What You Expected?
St. Thomas More - Newman Housing
Single Rooms - $1500 per semester
Share Room with Roommate - $850 per semester
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Fnencjly. safe, quiet
jiet envirc
environment
On site laundry facility

Call after 6 pm for details on hassle free living

353-9164
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325 £. Wooster St (across from Taco Bell)
352-9302
Mon-Fn 8-5 & Sat 8-12

FALL 2000 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

NOW OPEN
/CfEfcCA

• 2 and 3 bedrooms
•All have A (

3
O

M .i ri.i);< in, ill Inc.

New Units Only!

• hull basements
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts..
215 E. Poe
Studios A; I bdnns
Laundry on site
Rent starts at S250

Heinz Apartments
■Jtolart N Enterprise. JrZb.A4\¥vace. 506 N. Enterprise
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces
• New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000

Bring this coupon in for a i
i chance to-wrn a pair of Movie'
tickets at the'—-■
]

Management Inc.

! Silver fRivetCafe\

ALSO LEASING FOR 20OO/2OOI
STOP BY FOR LISTING

• 3 bedroom/2 full baths.
• A/C. Fireplaces. & Microwaves

1

Valentine's Day!

Call 353-5800

Mercer Manor Apartments

Mon-Fn (9 am - 5 pm)
"Saturday (° am -1 pm)

Siffier <fi$verCafe.

NCW Units Only!

One of BG's Newest Complexes

Hours:

Join tfsfor I^nner and a
-' cHaAefctQjyjinsa^pair of
Movie tickets at the

1 bedrooms
>) I '2 -12 mo lease.
Sians at S3S0- Call 353-5800

• Furnished
• Close to Campus
I niis»48--2 with A/C and fireplace.

0)

Valentines Day

I hllsil.il.' Apt*..
1082 Fairview

• 3 bedroom 2baths

u

JMMMIB

Management Inc.

Campbell Hill Apartments
• I ' baths

Andy and Sarah Strand

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402
0«HN»«IA«, INC

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800."
wMvv.wcnet.org/~mecca

UNIVERSITY
DINING i Win a pair of Movie ticxetsi
I
Drawing held on February 9, 2000 I
SERVICES
WV*ON Of SluOWl AFfAM
|Name_
i Phone
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:\WHY SHEBOYGAN IS
THE BRATWURST
CAPITAL OF THE WORLD
Anti-herbavorism, I think it taste. Instead you get— ugh. Just/
the thought makes my stomach
might be called.
Let me explain. I spent my churn like a crack-addict grandweekend judging at a speech tour- mother making butter.
Even when it's cooked, grilled,
nament. All they had for the judges
was vegetables and dip. Disgust- fried or what-have-you. it still
remains disgusting. Ii. fact, the heat
ing.
Seriously. I find the "flora" half not only makes it taste worse; it
of the "flora & fauna" equation to makes the entire room reek of
be well-nigh impalatable. I do onion. Think about the onion this
occasionally make exceptions to way: It is a vegetable that causes
this rule. I'm a big fan of green people's eyes to water. If it does
that to my eyes without touching
beans.
However, 1 tend to not eat them them, I don't want to know what
raw. I rather enjoy them if they've it'll do to my stomach.
Slightly less disgusting but still
been immersed and boiled in a kettle of water and butter (at a 1:1 offensive are radishes. They leave a
water-to-butter ratio). I believe this stagnant flavor in your mouth, and
disqualifies them as vegetables. they're not even that big. Besides,
They've left the vegetable kingdom "radish" sounds way too close to
in order to become green sponges "rash," and I have enough probwhose sole purpose is to soak up lems with those already.
We move on to the carrot. This
butter.
Corn is another vegetable that I is another horrific vegetable. Just
can handle. Corn on the cob is great look at the color of these things.
stuff (with the mandatory high lev- Orange.' That is not appetizing in
els of melted butter, salt and spices the least. Fruits can be orange.
clinging to and dripping off the Fruits, being the exotic members of
cob). Corn off the cob is quite tasty, the food spectrum, are granted
too, despite the fact that it retains license to be any color, they damn
butter more than vegetables of the well please (except gray; if you
have gray fruit, vacate your place
bean persuasion.
Then there are peas. They suffer of residence immediately).
Artificial foods can also be
the same lack of butter retention
that corn does. But the butter flavor orange. That is not a problem
does tend to coagulate on the out- either. The color orange is naturalside of the pea, thereby giving it an ly artificial. But all other types of
interesting taste. I've found that natural food cannot be orange.
peas go best when they are sparse- Even natural orange juice isn't
ly mued with mashed potatoes really orange. Nothirg is. Except
carrots. That is disgusting; vegeta(with a lot of butter, of course).
Other than those lew cases of bles are not supposed to be orange
vegetable mutilation. I can't stand (or mauve).
Peppers make even less sense.
this food group. All the rest of the
veggie candidates are appalling. Especially bell peppers. All they
Look at onions. Everybody loves are are empty husks of greenness
onions. When raw. they have the (or redness, or yellowness). There's
consistency near that of an apple. nothing inside them! And the husk
But when you bite into an onion, itself tastes like something that was
-you don't get a sweet succulent just pulled from a dirt patch.

ESTELLE
GETTY

CAULIFLOWER

ACROSS
1 Roe source
5 Swings ol the
bat
10 Thick porridge
M Ritzy ride
15 Core group
lb Fascinated by
17 Crossed above
19 Adult Ugly
Duckling
A) under
21 Surgeon who
uvated a cereal
23 "_ ol the Heart"
25 Lion's call
26 Evert ol tennis
29 Siesta
31 Cheapskate
34 Use indigo
35 Ho way
concoction
3D Call a chicken?
39 Crimson or
scarlet
40 Homesteader
42 Bikini piece
Nabokov novel
Guided
Taking parrot
Trawling device
Impoverished
Redolence
Carries a tune
Swings and
mused?
59 Shrinks'solas
63 Pension SS
t>4 Ardent Ian ol
recorded music

Are they fruit?

Are they vegetable?

Who cares?
Tomatoes. Utterly disgusting
vegetables. People can't even make
up their minds if this damn thing is
a vegetable or not. If it's not. it still
deserves an honorary membership
into this category. It looks like
some juicy type of fruit, has the
soft feel of the flesh of a citrus
fruit, but it tastes like crap.
It doesn't matter how many
times the V8 people try to brainwash me. It is a vegetable and it's
disgusting. So is the juice.
At least brussels sprouts don't
give off juice. I'm not going to
elaborate on the freaks of vegetable
nature. They're repugnant enough.
"Brussels" belongs with Belgium,
not with "sprouts."
Then there's cauliflower. Just
the thought of those blanched white
flower heads of kale put my stomach on a spin cycle. Normally, a
plant will provide a single edible
part. Kale gives us cabbage, a barely edible food (so long as it isn't
turned into kraut). So the stem
(kohlrabi) and the flower (cauliflower) do not need to become
foodstuffs.
Even the name is suspect. Does
cauliflower look like a flower? No.
It looks like a really nasty rampaging fungus. What worries me more
about these disgusting bits of
bleached brainstem is their association with the cliche! "You are what
you eat." Cauliflower is especially
popular amongst the elderly female
population. Look at them! I don't
want to end up looking like Sophia
form "The Golden Girls."
Broccoli, too. That stuff is just
plain scary. What are those minuscule bulbs at the end of the capillary stalks? And why the hell
should I eat them?!

ICK

Coincidence? We think not.

lery:

)ust like a cockroach.
Finally, we come to celery. This
vegetable is undesirable not
because of its taste, but its lack
thereof. Celery has no flavor whatsoever! Admit it. It is an illogical
food to eat. It's also dangerous.
There you are. eating what is supposed to be celery. You take a bite,
and there's no taste. Just this loud
crunching sound. For all you know,
you might be chowing down on a
cockroach.
So, if you'll pardon me, I cannot
eat vegetables. I have nothing
against vegans or vegetarians, simply because I'm at the exact opposite of the spectrum as a carnivore.
Which is why I enjoy Wisconsin so
much. Good food. Like bratwurst
Nothing beats ground-up cow meat
shoved into casings made of cow
intestines. And my hometown of
Sheboygan is the Brat Capital of
the World. Yes. the tasty delicacy
of the brat. Mmmmm
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Please join President Sidney Ribeau as he
celebrates your noteworthy accomplishment.
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J. Michael Beslul was jusl kidding about thai 'rash'part. Really.
His favorite kind of brat is Johnsonville 's Cheddar Bratwurst.
Probe his messed-up psyche at
best@bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Tuesday, January 25
7:00 p.m.
OlscampHall 101B
A reception honoring graduating seniors from
your college will be followed by a candid
discussion about your experiences, both in and
out of the classroom. Come share your insights
regarding your collegiate experience at BGSU.
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OPINION
wunv.hanew.i omMplnton

There are still good people walking amongst chaos
?.

Like a comic book, many people
feel lhal evil lurks the world searching for its next victim People are
evil and there is no one lo trust but
yourself Recent events in my life
have given me the opposite opinion.
While evil exists, the world has just
as much good in it.
I took advantage of one of the
many things BOSU offers and had
the time of my life. 1 went with 25 or
so other individuals to Winter Park,
Colo.for a week-long ski trip It was
an absolute blast. I got the chance lo
meet some new people, travel to a
mountainous location, and enjoy a
relaxing time.
It was also on this trip that I
became aware of the sum of goodness in the world. Trying to find
something lo do. two others and
myself attended the local fundraiser
called the Chefs Challenge.
Raising money for the local children's ski team, every restaurant in
the area came together to compete
for bragging rights, preparing food
in a truly magnificent way. Included
in our $30 ticket was all the lnod we
can eat. wine we could drink, and a
great live band for dancing.
Well, within 10 minutes of arriving, we quickly realized that we
were the only out-of-towners in
attendance. Our worries melted

away as we were constantly being
approached and asked if we were
having fun. We met some great pupil, danced for a little while and
found the opportunity of a lifetime
Having skied, for four days, the
three of us were looking for some
thing else to do We talked about
renting snowmobiles when one of
the gentlemen overheard us and proclaimed. "Screw thai' You come
over to my house and I'll show you
how to snowmobile."
Well, needless to say we were a
little apprehensive at the thought "I
going lo a stranger's house but by
then end of ihe nighi we had directions, a phone number and a starling
time.
We set out the nest morning on
our adventure wilh excitement and

douhl We thought that he would not
be there or would have forgotten that
he invited us We look ihe bus to Ihe
next town and hiked along side the
road for about 3 miles before we
finally found his house and soon
realized that he was noi home
Fortunately, he left a note telling
us he would be back in a few
moments and sure enough he was.
Five hours later, we returned after
what may have been Ihe coolest
thing I have done In a long lime.
We traveled well over 40 miles,
going up lo about 12.000 feet lo Ihe
summit of a Mountain. I lipped over
my snowmobile, almost sending It
and me flying off a ledge; K.O. ran
into a tree (fortunately the tree was
okay but ihe snowmobile suffered a
busied hind end) and we spent a total
of 15 or so times stuck In Ihe snow.
Still. (Jerry (Ihe gentleman who took
us out) did not mind at all.
Granted lhal ihese were not top of
the line snowmobiles, but they still
ran jusi line. By Ihe time we had finished, we figured we would have
had lo pay around $400 to do whal
we did. but it only cost us $40 in gas
money.
Thai is about as kind as you can
get If you ask me Would you do that
for three guys you meet the night
before.' The second realization that

t^tttrs to the Editor

Fluttering In Ihe gray of black
■nd white Issues
Reading the article "Reverse Discrimination is a white lie." by BrillBailey. I experienced mixed feelings. On one hand. I strongly agree
with her statement thai whites
"should be held somewhat responsible for the actions of their ances
tors."
Someone has to pay for whal was
done in the past when it is affecting
present conditions. I know that
many people would say that's unfair,
but the fact is lhal too many w lites
are where they are today because of
hundreds of years worth of wealih
accumulated through our African
ancestors' free labor - nol lo mention
Ihe labor and resources provided by
other offended groups
Unduly gained wealih and power
pass down through families and
institutions, and so do racist attitude.. The playing field is nol even
- If one group has a head start
obtained by taking advantage ol
another group.
I think that loo many people want
lo pretend that either race-driven
transgression never occurred in this
country, or that thev no longer have
an effect. Well, both of those beliefs
art wrong
ages, minorities have a lot more
opjfenunilies now. but lhal doesn't
chime the fact lhal ihere is an
uneven balance of power and a tradition Of bigolry and exclusion still
being carried on. Naturally, many
whiles don't want to accept this
idea, because it would mean giving
up the "edge" thai ihey have.
No dominant group wants lo do
that. But if you re not willing la
admit or give up an unearned advantage, then stop pretending that
you're really concerned about race
relations
On the other hand. Brill argued
thai the idea of reverse discrimination is a bit of a sham Well, maybe
■ reverse discrimination docs exist
' It's probably nol on as large a Kill
! as Is discrimination toward minori- ties.
, I'm sure there are exceptions, but
- for the most parl. there aren't many
> White people getting turned away
• from majoi jobs and schools
' because of their skin color.
I know lhal in my cilv. they often
get into lights 01 turned IWI) front

they're just not wanted Ihere. Thai's
discrimination, isn't it'.' Maybe dial's
just what some people consider justified resentment oi exclusion. But
we all know that haired doesn't flow
in just one direction.
Like I said. "I'm all about an
even playing field." II it's discrimination when it happens to Alt lean
Americans, then I guess its discrimination when it happens to whiles
All I can say is that until everyone has a completely fair chance al
success, we will all continue lo
wasle our lime on haired instead of
reaching our full potential as a
nation.
hmra Turner
liiniela&bgnel bgsu ctlu
Shedding some light
In response lo l-.rin Bailey's atiicle. I have to disagree I do agree
lhal minorilies have had an extremely lough lime with all of the racist
tilings thai still go on today, but I
don'l agree with hci saying reverse
discrimination is a white lie.
1 pose the question: Why is llicic
no Caucasian Miss Anicnca
Pageant'.' There is a Black Miss
America Pageant and even a few
years ago our Miss America wus
black and there was a Black Miss
America. So why do we nol have Ihe
same opportunity foi Caucasians?
Because people will yell and
scream - that's racist. If one ever
existed, it wouldn't last five years
due lo all Ihe pressure Ihe sponsors
would leceive I think lhal discrimination is still present because of two
things.
I nsi is lhal some people (like Ihe
ones involved in all of the Incidents
you mentioned in your arliclcsl ate
all idiots. They are probably scared
of the growing minority piesencc
and arc just plain stupid The second
reason, though, is minorilies are
always mud about something
Take Ray Rhodes, the lormer
coach of the Oreen Bay Packers lie
was fiicd after going R-K this pasl
season Alter being fired he contacted the Rev Jesse Jackson and the
NAACP claiming he was "held lo
the standards ol a while coach."
Well. Ihe Dallas Cowboys fired
ihcii coach alter an K 8 season and
they even made ihe playoffs Did
anyone hear him moan or complain?
Did
he call an influential Caucasian
1
■■ * »«««• io his icscue?

\i
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Question! Whit should tomorrove'a "People on Ihe Street
Question" be?

Carrie WhlUker
Junlor
Interior Design
"Whal is your
" ftvorite kind or
;. ice cream?"

Brandon Price
Soph o in ore
Theatre
"What is your
favorite bur on
Fridny ninlit?"

Kevin Finoel
Sophomore
Computernrt
"What is yiur
favorite type of
dental flosl?"

Juilson hilpi'ly ft n UOiVea-j
columnist and minis lo hear nhi>ui
your stories of kindness. E-mail him
'ui Juilwn9bgiiei.bxsii.riln
I

To reU or reresd Grin Bat-j
ay's column, "Reverse discrimination U ■ while lie," log onto
o www,b«news,com/oplnion/
Remember, It'i not just
iboul our own opinions, It's
sbout everyone's opinions, so
•t BG News hear yours. E-mail
as it trinqbgiiit.pgiu.edu

Ginalynn
Clausen
Sophomore
Psychology
"Why aren't diesIs cancelled when
the wind chill is
20 below ?.er»?"

Thomas Ma
Sophomore
I'hyslo*/
Finance
"Do you gel mad
when vending
machine's eat your
chiiugor

I

Hard lessons learned after lawsuit
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PEOPLE,
on the street

Another Interesting point Is Ihere
ire /.FRO all-Caucasian colleges in
the United Slates, yel there is an
entire conference of African-Ameri— ■
can schools I know things are -till
bad for minorilies and women, but
guess what'.' If you don't already,
you will soon out number Caucasian
Americans and that pretty much
makes us the minorities
A few weeks ago, my biggesl
As lor the statement about Cau- concern about Ihe legal system was
casians never having It as bad as whether I'd successfully proAfrican Americans, have you ever 'grammed Ihe VCR to record "Law
heard of Adoir Hitler?
and Order"
I.Ike most people. I follow the
The majority of Ihe people killed
by hint wcic Caucasian. Think about really big. really scandalous court
cases In the newspaper. I enjoy
it.
"Judge Judy" parodies and roll my
Tale Gauge
eyes
at the poor, pathetic saps who
iuirg22 (* bolmail. com
have nothing better lo do than to
Angery Irishman speaks his watch "Divorce Court"
My closest experience with
mind
'lawyers were the Jokes that made me
they are really okay was replaced by
This is a response lo Brill Bai- I laugh.
That was befiue I became a distuihing realization: If I didn't
ley's column. Plffl of all. revtrse
"Angela
Pox.
Defendant."
hurl ihese people, they're suing foi
discrimination is not "...that Ihe
Yes. I got sued In what was a
dominant race isn't used to having lovely belated Chilstmas gift. I no other reason than a chance to gel
minority groups receive Ihe same signed a certified letter and entered money
To put it blunlly, they're gold dig
tights and privileges..." as lirln so into a surreal world. Two years ago.
gels.
claims
I was Involved In a minor car acciNow. 1 realize ili.u most people
Reverse discrimination is Hlacks dent — at least. II seemed minor at
and oilier minority groups acting in the lime. The biggesl injuries were are thinking something along Ihe
a reactionary fashion towards to my insurance rales and my pride. lines of: "Dull. Does this surprise
Whiles it is true that minorities I had lo face the humiliation of you?"
Sadly, no What does surprise me
have in the past experienced dis- telling my Wends why my car was
is how often il happens
crimination from Whiles, hut that gelling repaired.
Upon returning lo college aliei
does not make II okay for them to
I had to face my newfound doubt break. I found myself shilling my
turn around and revisit the same about my driving'skills. Now. two tale of woe wilh others. What's gel
treatment upon the original guilty years lo the date, I have lo lace an ling sued good lor if not a little symofficial document telling me that I'm pathy'' I expected lo be met With
parties.
I think the Idea here is that "two being sued for "ongoing emotional slack-jawed, wide-eyed stares ol
and physical anguish."
Wrong! don'l make a right"
disbelief, and I did get some
I would like to stale for ihe recotd
Secondly, "as a group, CauWhat I dldn'l expect were the
casians musl be held responsible foi (good practice for court) that my number of people who nodded in
flrsl concern was for Ihe welfare of understanding, leaned In confidenthe actions ol their ancestors?"
the plaintiffs. No. I'm not trying to tial!), and confessed that it hud hup
Sons hut. "KISS MY ASS!"
My ancestors were poor Irishmen make myself look good. Later. I
Cencd lo them. Almost everyone
new someone close who had been
and you know what? When they would worry about lawyers, courts,
came to this country — nol more missing class, my legal record and sued — a friend, an older brother, a
if Ihey hadn't
than ISO yeais ago by Ihe way — everything else under the sun. but next-door ueighhoi
they were loo damn poor to own rirst. I worried about Ihe people who been sued themselves
were
suing
me.
these aren't hardened criminals
slaves, had they even had the IncliI was horrified to think that I who had deliberately set out lo hint
nation io So no. you can'l hold all might
have Injured them without someone they arcn'l con men in
"Caucasians" responsible for the realizing it. Never mind that we
ing lo gel rich. They are a lot of pco
actions of their ancestors.
both drove our cats home. Ihul I hit
Lastly, bringing up Dr. King — them coming out of a dead stop, or pic who. like me. have done somewftoffl I think we all can agree was a that the woman who let me use her thing st ipid and round themselves
great man with a noble vision, don'l cell phone lo cull my dad didn't look used as a tool for money
Do I HUIII H overhaul of Ihe
get me wrong — at the end of your particularly wounded.
legal system? Nol particularly. I
column isn't going to vulidale il by
There was a chance that I had don'l know how Ihe llW is al limit
association.
hull them and il WIS terrifying. I "The freedom la sue" is Ihe same as
/,/ Ac n/linr
have since been given leuson to any other Ireedoin in America.
liisli-American
believe othei wise. Hut the profound
If you wanl lo speak your mind.
• ■ r il, H ,.; . wiii, knowing lhal

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually In response to a current
Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600 800
words) can be submitted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Colunui or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word, Mac compatl
ble) to 210 Weal Hall and leave It In the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
traniPbgnet.bgsu.edu and give It the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

struck me Is one lhal will continue
for a long lime. This year I am going
to participate In Dance Marathon as
a dancer. I attended the first dancers'
meeting ihe other night to see over
200 people eagerly awaiting the
chance lo help out.
Ihe slogan "Do il for the kids"
says il all. As college students, we
gel the tap of being selfish, Irresponsible, lazy and Immature. People
view us as bad and unable to do
much good. Still, here are hundreds
or students, faculty, and volunteers
who are willing to work fat months
on end to help out those less fortunate.
To me. that Is about as good as
goodness gels.
Take a moment to think about
yourself If you looked at your life
through the eyes of someone else,
what would you think about yourself? Would you like yourself?
Would you be "good" and "kind" or
would you be selfish and arrogant?
(lood still exists In the world and
as long as I am alive. I am going lo
help make sure it slays that way. I
hope that you will do the same

V

lm)

you've got IO let other people speak
ihcns If you wanl to practice your
religion, you've goi to let othcis
practice iheirs And if you want lo
ensure youi righl lo sue someone
who causes you grievous pain. well,
you've gol to lace up lo the lacl that
you may one day be llic delendanl
It's not the legal system that's the
problem
it's the mentality ol the
people who use it — more specifically, ol those Who abuse il Some
where along the way. accidents in
America have become equaled with
a lice meal
When did the term "ambulance
chaser" become so common? Do
you remember a lime not too long
ago before low budget commercials

featuring uncomfortable lawyers

stiffly facing the camera, promising
iheii Inline clients a cash recovery
or "we don'l get paid'"
How aie they getting so much
business'1 Why arc people so eugei
lo lake what hasn't been earned'
I don'l know whal can lie done lo
change Ihe mentality, to make people less eager lo cash in on Ihcii

accidents.

I remember slating al lhal official
legal document, thinking that if I
would nisi go talk lo the plaintiffs,
tell Ihcm about myself, and upolo■III again, lhal the law suit would
disappcai — Ihut Ihey would sec me
as a person and nol as a dollai sign
Crazy, I know
ilui is it any crazier than suing
someone whose most precious
financial issel is hei roll of laundry

quarters I

So what's the moral? I don't
know. Mukc u personal vow lo not

take idvantagi ol a had situation.
Try io resist the call of easy money
al the expense of someone else's

peace

And above all else, hoard your
change jut and gel u really good

lawyet
Angela Tox Is a H(i News columnist anil Is fioor like llic test ol US Sn
subpoena someone else Contact
her al afbxQ bgnel bgSU ciln
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Moore is superb in The End of the Affair'
ERIK PEPPLK

ASSISTANT ENTFRTAINMFNT

KiirniR

Ralph Piennes smiles in "The
find of the Affair"
I say this because in his last few
films he's been aboul as animated as
Lincoln's visage on Rushmotc
Unlurtiinatcly. it's almost the only
glimpse of life his character exhibits
in Neil Jordan's doir. but affecting
romantic tragedy
Adapting a novel by Oraham
Greene. Jordan frames his picture by
using a tricky lime structure that
uses flashbacks and flash forwards
At first this set-up seems confusing,
but as the movie goes on. the struc-

ture makes more sense
Jordan
seems to he saying that love affairs
(especially the doomed kind) never
seem to end, hut haunt our reveries
like ghosts.
The love affair at the center of the
movie revolves around sourpuss and
cynic Maurice Bendrix (Ralph
Fiennes). Bendri* is a moderately
successful author who believes in
nothing but the tangible For him.
love needs a physical aspect, name
ly ses. for it to be something he can
fully understand. Bendrix also
defines love by the amount ol jealousy 11 creates. If. as he said, his
"jealousy is infinite, than my love
shall be Infinite." And his jealousy

END— Moore outshines Fiennes In 'The End of the'Affalr.'

goes beyond infinity into a realm of
creepiness that entails Bendrix hiring investigators to follow his lover.
It's a role that Fiennes has played
before, but he plays it well and it
works in this picture.
Bendrix's inamorata is Sara, the
wife of a government muckily muck
(Stephen Rea. in a touching performance). Sara, as portrayed by the
radiant Julianne Moore, is a marvelous creation, a woman who is the
polar opposite of Bendrix in that she
believes in the spiritual and intangible. Their love blossoms out of their
contradictory natures and their insatiable lust.
Moore is always good, but here
1 like her work in "Magnolia" and
the vastly underrated early 90's masterpiece "Safe") she approaches new
levels of excellence Sara is a character who on the page is rather
unlikablc; after all. She cheats on
her husband with several men and
seems to be looking out for her best
interest. Moore, however, turns her
into a tragic figure Sara is a woman
trapped by circumstance and her
passions. Her passion to escape from
a conventional marriage and to
experience some level of divine
intervention, be it through sex or
religious epiphanies, overwhelms
and consumes.
All the more remarkable is that
Moore seems to bring out some
degree of life in the typically stiffcr
than starch Fiennes.
Moore's work only carries the
viewer so far. Neil Jordan sets his
film amidst almost perpetual rain-

slorms and fog-filled streets, giving
the movie the claustrophobic feeling
of a nightmare about to ignite in terror The style is effective overall, but
the surroundings seep into the
actors. No one cracks a smile lapan
from Fiennes' brief smirk) and all
the situations are dealt with In 1 port
derous. heavy handed fashion that
bogs the movie down with portentous
ness. Despite Jordan's mm xluctKin of a
character who harks hack to (nahom
Greene's mordant sense of humor, the
picture is too dour. What Jordan
seems to forget is that even the most
tortured souls arc allowed a moment
of happiness, however fleeting
Even the sex seems forced and
uncnjoyable. which I* a problem rot
a movie purporting to he aboul a
passionate affair
Maybe this is Jordan's intent, to
show that when sex and obsession
collide it makes an activity as nice II
love-making seem like a chore This
is logical in the latter days ol the
affair, but doesn't seem to work at
the start of the relationship when
both characters ure besieged by
desire.
"The End of the Affair." la a good
film, bolstered by a majestic performance by Julianne Moore, but could
have been something for the ages
had Jordan introduced a little levity
to the proceedings. As it stands, this
is a love affair of the head and not
the heart, leaving the audience
somewhat cold and distant from the
proceedings

Photo Provided
MUCK— Rea plays a disapproving husband to Moore.
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Looking tor tyraf experience ? §
A fun time ?
|
A resume builder ?
?

ecide what
you
You decide what

|is looking to fill the following positions:

• Public Relations Director
• Special Events Director
• Travel Director
Whot'» on the syllabui is what you're going to be reading. What you're going to pay, however,
can be up to you. That is, if you »hop at VariilyBoolii.com. At VarsifyBooks.com you can save up
to 40% on your textbooks, get them in one to three business dayi, and all of this from a Web site
thafi completely reliable and secure. So there you have it, you decide.

Applications are due by February 2

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
Savtfigt ofl dttbtMDrt mgcjMlacf prtw Book* oWvwvd in no mew ttmn

ISTN

bu«nt)M d«y» flonw MMBM ■pp»y 9c« *l* lor dtWii

VarsityBooks.com

Pick up applications at
210 South Hall.
For more Information call 372-7162
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| Flashing Phoenix University plans Cleveland campus
Our Briefs
"The university has a high profile. Despite
BG News Briefs

Students display their work
Works by University music
composition students will be featured during the Student Composers Forum at 8 p.m. Jan. 25 in
Bryan Recital Hall of the University Moore Musical Arts Center.

Applications due for
Student Academy Awards
Applications for the 27th Annual Student Academy Awards competition, presented by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, are now available. Entries
must be submitted by April 3 in
order to be considered for this
year's prizes.

U. sponsors performs free
recital

The University Faculty Artist
Series continues with a free recital
by Jeffrey Graves, euphonium, at 8
p.m. in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center Jan. 26.
Assisting will be tubist Tony Halloin and pianists Lara Coppler anc.
Matt Mazzoni. The program wilP
include "Sonata in A Minor" by
George Philip Telemann. "Tuba
Concerto" by Edward Gregson and
"Trio XXII" by Franz Joseph
Haydn.

COLUMBUS. Ohio — A nofrills university that specializes in
long-distance education plans to
open a campus in the Cleveland
area.
The for-profit University of
Phoenix specializes in bachelor's
and master's degrees for working
adults through programs operated
from rented offices. It also offers
degrees through classes taught over
the Internet.
A team appointed by the Ohio
Board of Regents to review the university's application to operate in
Ohio is finding mostly solid pro-

grams, said Garrison Walters, the
regents' vice chancellor for academic programs.
"The team was impressed." Walters said Friday when describing
Phoenix's general education plan,
curriculum, faculty recruitment and
training.
The university still has a few
more months of review before the
regents will be asked to approve a
site license.
William Pepicello. Phoenix's
vice president for academic affairs,
said it would like to start in the
Cleveland area in the fall. He said

the university would limit enroll
ment Ihcrc to perhaps 200 students
in the first two yeais
He would make no predictions
beyond that, noting that the school's
success lii'- varied greatly with each
state. In Michigan, enrollment
quickly topped 3.000. and the
school now has three campuses
there.
The school was first accredited in
1978. It has 85 campuses in the
United States. Canada and Puerto
Rico. About 10.000 of its mure than
67.000 students takes classes
through the Internet. Walters said.

this, there isn't a large amount of
information known about us."
William Pepicello
Phoenix's Vice President for Academic Affairs
Pepicello said more traditional
schools thai have criticized his institution have nothing to fear.
"The university has a high profile. Despite this, there isn't a large
amount of information known about
us," he said. "People know ih.n

we're large and expanding rapidly,
and I think that can scare people." "
The degrees the university pro*'
poses offering in Ohio are in business administration, computer information systems, education, health
care and nursing.

MORGAN
Continued from page 1.

Tietsort welcomes the inclusion
of others into his project. "This
becomes other people's piece." he
said. "I love that."
Tietsort is grateful for the opportunity to fulfill a dream of his. 'To
me. this is a lot more than a senior
honors project." he said.
Tietsort also encourages other
students, whether in the Honors Pro-

gram or not, to "show their stuff."
"People shouldn't need an excuse
lo do things. This is college, and
there are resources lo do things." he
said

He claims the University setting
is the best place to try projects such
as Morgan Burning. "There's more
support, and there's room and
board." he joked.
"It's being part of an active cam
pus." he said.

FACULTY & STAFF NIGHT
Wednesday, January 26
7:00p.m.
Women's
Basketball
vs.
Akron Zips

ARE YOU 9TILL THINKING ABOUT
WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR??'?
Mid Am Manor
702 Third St. & 8ffl Fourth Si.
Spacious 2 bedroom, air-conditioned unji
starting at $450/mo.

These apartments have a large living area,
kitchen with dining area, lull bath, and
lots of extra storage, including a walk-in
closet.

All faculty and staff members receive

4 FREE TICKETS
PLUS
4 VOUCHERS FOR A COMPLIMENTARY HOT DOG AND SODA

Oh. did we target to mention that
you also get
Free gas heat, water & sewer???

Well, you do!!!
Don't ert around too
long... Our apartments
are already ranted full
for May and wa'ra

filing up quicldy for

Call or stop by
our office today!

August tool

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380

"Pssst...
If they're Good
I'll pay you rmftjey
for your lecture notqs,
ThaT way YOU can Buy
a CAr and stop taxiNg
tHe bus." f

^il
apply at www.versity.com and eArn to leaRn
(then you CAII buy whatEver YOU want)
■always (\Al0.36b) open-

■

I

-:comWhat* lo go when \
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Heidelburg University dormitory fire
evacuates 63 residents; cause unknown
ASSOCIATED PRI-SS

TIFFIN — Fire damaged a 93year-old residence hall at Heidelberg
College early Saturday, sending its
residents and others nearby out in
frigid weather with little to keep
warm.
Students, some in pajamas 01
sweats and slippers, stood outside
and watched the fire at three-story
Williard Hall that began about 4
a.m. and took four houis to contain.
Frank Balogh. a student in an
adjoining dorm that was evacuated,
said students did not lake the fire
alarm seriously until others began
pounding on doors to get students
out.
"I'm glad they know what they're

w
ftt?

woft

doing In get us out. We ignored them
for 10 minutes. We thought it was a
drill." he told WTOI.-TV in Toledo.
Two firefighters suffered minor
injuries, one was burned and another sprained an ankle after slipping
on ice. officials said. Temperatures
in the area were zero or below at the
lime.
The fire cut through the building's attic and also damaged several
thud-floor rooms, college officials
said. The entire building had smoke
and water damage, they said.
Firefighters do not know what
caused (he fire and do not have a
damage estimate.
College spokesman Jamie Abel
said all of the building's 63 residents
will be transferred toother rooms on

campus
"They won't be back in this academic year for sure." he s.nd
"There's going 10 be major construction here to repair the building."
Students will be allowed to
retrieve essentials, such as glasses
and keys, but they are noi expected
to be able to recover all of then
belongings for at least a week, Abel
said.
The dormitory was built in 1907
and had a major renovation in 1993
that included alarms and a sprinkler
system. Abel said.
Heidelberg is a school ot aboul
1.700 students and is affiliated with
the United Church of Christ
Tiffin is aboul 40 miles southeast

of Toledo,

mmmm

Associated Press Photo
FIRE — Firefighters bring a dormitory fire under control early in the morning of Sat., Jan. 22, at
Heidelberg College in Tiffin, Ohio. There were no injuries reported among the residents who were
evacuated.

; BOWLING GREEN

24 Hour Towing
• Transmission
• Tires
• All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -

«ThiS is the true story

PLJ of four oast mimbtrs,

- Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040 Bishop Rd.. Bowling Green. OH • 353-2526

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224E.WOOSTER

352-0717

•Frazee Ave. Apts.
•East Merry Apts.
•Field Mannor Apts.
All Units Include:
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Dish Washer
Grabage Disposals
•3 and 4 Person Rales

* i*

...Get Them While They Last!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnef.org/~gbrental

what happens when people
Stop being polite VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
wMy^^

£

ana start being real."

9{pzu Leasing
1 or 2 bedroomjurnishedandunfurnished

Thursday, Jan. 27, 7:30 p.m., Kobacker Hall

May and August 2000
1 or 2 Bedroom summer only

riCKETS ON SALE: $1, Jan. 24-27, Olscamp Information Desk
$2, Jan. 27, 5:30-7:30, Kobacker Hall

limited available

WIN DINNER with Puck, Rachel, Janet, and Colin! Register at the
Women's Basketball game, Jan. 26 at 7 p.m., Anderson Arena

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL UAO AT 372-2486
:
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Super Bowl XXXIV: Tennessee vs. Rams
Titans complete trifecta over Jacksonville, 33-14
AFC Title Game
DAVE GOLDBRRG
tSSOCUTED pun

Associated Press Photo
SACKED—Titan defensive tackle Josh Evans sacks Jacksonville quarterback Mark Brunell for a
safety. The Tennessee defense held Brunell and the Jaguar offense to just 14 points in the win'.

JACKSONVILLE Fla.
The
Tennessee Titans found another
improbable way lo win.
This lime ii's taking them id their
first Super Bowl in the franchise's
40 seasons — 37 of them as the
Houston Oilers.
The Titans upsei Jacksonville 33I4 on Sunday lo win Ihc AFC Mile.
beating the Jagu.us lor the third time
this season with a burst of 16 points
in about 4 I/2 minutes in the third
quarter.
Sieve McNair led the way. running I'm 91 yards on nine carries ami
scoung on two 1-yard quarterback
sneaks, despite limping all week
with a boot to protecl .m injured toe.
Tennessee won as it has all season a little offense, a lot of defense,
and a big contribution from special
teams. The defense forced six
turnovers.
The Titans trailed 14-10 al Ihc
half — but then came then thirdquarter scoring binge
li began with a 76 yard drive on
six plays for the go-ahead touch
down on a sneak by McNaii.
Forty-three of the yards came on
penalties — 15 on a roughing the
passei call when McNair somehow
ducked out ol a 10-yard sack by
Kevin Hardy, rolled left and completed a 15-yard pass to Eddie

George.
On the next sequence, Jacksonville's Kyle Brady fumbled and
Jason I isk recovered at Ihe Jaguars
35. Frank Wycheck returned ihc
favoi wilh a fumble, but it was al the
1-yard line.
Two plays laler. Fisk and Josh
Evans sacked Mark Brunell in ihc
end zone for a safely, and it was 1914. It was the si\th safety this season
for Tennessee and second in the
playoffs, an NIT. record.
It also set up seven more points:
On the ensuing free kick. Derrick
Mason, who earlier set up a score
with a 44-yard kickoff return, went
80 yards for a TD lo make it 26-14.
Tennessee's trip to the Super
Howl follows three straight 8-8 seasons, one in Houston, one in Memphis and the third in Vanderbilt Stadium in Nashville. This year, in iheir
new home al Adclphia Coliseum,
they went 13-3 and qualified as a
wild card, a game behind Jacksonville in the AFT Central even
though they beat Ihe Jaguars twice.
The Titans' success is especially
remarkable considering how close
they came to losing in the wild-card
game against Buffalo two weeks
ago They returned a lateral on a
kickoff for the winning score with
three seconds left
In the AFC championship, Tennessee won despite losing two key
players: wide receiver Yanccy Thigpen and free safely Marcus Robertson, who both wrenl out in the second quarter.

The defeat was a huge disappointment for Jacksonville, who finished the regular season with the
league's best record at 14-2 — with
both losses to Tennessee.
While the Jaguars have made the
playoffs four straight years — they
missed them only as an expansion
team in 1995 — they now have lost
twice in the AFC title game.
Jacksonville, which beat Miami
62-7 last week, started strong again,
going 62 yards in five plays to score
on a 7-yard pass from Brunell to
Kyle Brady. But the Titans answered
right back, going 51 yards in nin«
plays after Mason's 44-yard kickoff
return to tie it on 9-yard pass to
Thigpen.
Both teams threw interceptions<o.
scoring position — Fernando Bryant
picked off a McNair pass on his 23
early in the second quarter.
,
The Jaguars then drove all Ihe
way lo the Tennessee 6. bul Marcus
Robertson dove in front of Jackie
Harris lo pick off a Brunell pass to
end the threat.
Jacksonville scored on its next
possession, another quick drive that
emphasized the 1-2 ground punch.
One play after Taylor gained nine;
yards to set up a second-and-l,
Stewart raced 33 yards to the enil
zone.
Al Del Greco capped the first half
scoring with a 34-yard field goal
after Reggie Barlow fumbled a punt
and Steve Jackson recovered for the
Titans. That made it 14-10.
Then came the deluge.

Proehl's late touchdown reception lifts Rams, 11-6
Shaun King was picked olf by
another rookie, cornerback Dre'
Bly. at midfield.
lily brought the ball lo the
BARRY WILNER
Asso< Hill) Put ss
Tampa Bay 47 and the league's
highest-scoring offense (526
ST. LOUIS — The Midwest points during the season, 49 in
Express offense came alive just in last week's playoff victory over
Minnesota) finally got Into the
time.
Kurt Warner threw a 30-yard end zone.
Bul Ihe Rams had to survive a
touchdown pass to Ricky Proehl
with 4:44 to go Sunday, lilting last-ditch march on which thev
the mistake-prone Si. Louis got two of their live sacks on
Rams to an LI-6 victory over Ihc King, who still managed to lead
Tampa Bay Buccaneers in the the Bucs to the St. Louis 22.
A video review that overNFC Championship.
The Rams, who struggled all turned an 11-yard reception by
day on offense, rode (heir unher- Bert Fmanuel to offset a sack
alded defense and Warner's late hurt Tampa Bay with 47 seconds
remaining. King then threw two
heroics to the Super Howl.
They will play Tennessee, incompletions, and Ihe sellout
which won the AFC crown in crowd reached supersonic noise
Jacksonville 33-14. The Titans levels in the Trans World Dome
heal the Rams in Nashville dur"We knew we had lo be
ing the regular season, 24-21, bul patient. They have a tendency to
St. Louis opens as an 8-point force you to do things you don't
favorite for nexl Sunday's game. normally do," said running back
Tampa's gallant defensive Marshall Faulk, the NFL Offeneffort wasn't enough against Ihe sive Flayer ol the Year. "They
Rains because backup corner- have a great pass rush and play
hack Brian Kelly couldn't stay their safeties deep. We had to go
with Proehl down ihe lefl side- underneath and grind it out
line on the long third-down pass. against them."
It helped thai Tampa Bay was
Proehl, Ihe Rams' No. 4 wide
'receiver, leaped to haul in his more inept on offense than the
first touchdown Ol Ihe season. usually quick-striking Rams. The
.He finished wilh six catches for Hues only gained 203 yards; Ihe
Rams had 309, 91 below their
100 yards.
"If you are ever going lo bet regular-season average.
• on someone coming vip wilh a
That brought the battle into
. big play, bet on Ricky Proehl," Ihe trenches, with Ihe Rams
Rams coach Dick Vermeil said
holding the Bucs to Martin
• The winning score was set up Grammatica's two field goals,
■when Bucs rookie quarterback while thev got one field goal, a
safety off a poor snap, and Warn-

NFC Title Game

er's dramatic strike to Prix'hl
Al the viiJ. as the players
gathered around a stage lor the
trophy presentation, Ihe cheering
never abated.
Bly waved a victory towel as
he raced around the field, while
other Rams simply hugged and
reveled in their first trip to the
Super Bowl since the 1979 season, when they played in Los
A ngeles.
Yes, the team with Ihe worst
record ol the 1990s heading into
Ibis season will play for Ihe NFL
championship next Sunday.
As for the powerhouse offense
thai dominated the NFC this sea
son, it sputtered in the face of
Tampa's
speedy,
physical
defense.
league MVP Warner " was
stymied by the Bucs' zone and
heavy pressure. He finished 26lor-43 for 258 yards.
Warner often threw behind
receivers, including on a critical
interception by I lardy Nickerson
al the Tampa 3 in the third quarler.
In all, Warner was picked off
three times as Ihe Bucs lamed an
attack that romped past nearly
everyone elst.
Faulk, who set an NFL record
wilh 2,429 yards from scrimmage
this season, was held to 44 yards
rushing on 17 carries and three
catches for 5 yards. A combination ol All-Pro linebacker Derrick
Brooks and Faulk's own hesitancy made him look ordinary
The Bucs' offense was ordinary, as expeiled. Hut il was

enough to build a late lead as
rookie Grammatica kicked field
goals on Ihe lirsl series of each
half for Tampa Bay, which
brought a 132-246-1' all-time
record Into ils second conference
title game.
"No one gave us a chance, but
we came here to win and
thought we were going to win,"
Tampa Bay coach Tony Dungy
said. "They made the plays in Ihe
fourth quarter."
The Bucs lost to the Rams 9-0
in the 1979 NFC Championship,
their only other trip this tar. The
Rams then lost to the Steelers in
the Super Bowl.
The staunch defenses turned
it into a game of punting and
turnovers.
Tampa Bay got a takeaway on
the lirsl play w hen defensive end
Steve White lipped and intercepted an attempted screen pass.
A drop in the end zone by
Jacquez Green made the Bucs
settle for Grammatica's 25-yard
field goal and a surprisingly
quick lead.
Bul that was all they would
gel in the first halfKing was sacked and tumbled, losing 12 yards, on one
Tampa Has drive. That ruined an
opportunity for another field
goal. And with II seconds lo go
in the second quarter, his pass
(rom the St. Louis 41 went directly to cornerback Todd Lyght.
St. Louis was more effective
moving Ihe ball, bul no better al
reaching Ihe end zone
After Grammatica's kick, ihe
Rams pul together one of Iheir

Associated Preu Photo
WARNER—The Tampa defense made St. Louis quarterback Kurt
Warner work for the win but he came through down the stretch.
typical drives, but il yielded only 29 for 126 yards, scrambled back
three points. They marched 74 lo knock Ihe ball out of Ihe end
yards in 16 plays and ate up zone for the safety.
nearly eight minutes before a
Just as they did to open the
lumbled exchange between game, Ihe Bucs scored on their
Warner and Faulk made them first possession of the second
settle for Jeff Wilkins' 24-yarder half. Grammatica nailed a 23lo lie it.
yarder, set up when Green made
Wilkins, kicking with a sore a 32-yard reception and Taje
knee, also missed a 44-yarder.
Allen was hit with a facemask
St. Louis had a 159-73 yardage penally.
edge through 30 minutes. Yet it
led only 5-3, thanks to a high
The 6-5 lead stood far longer
snap by Pro Bowl center Tony than anyone could have expectMayberrv with King in the shot- ed. In the end, though, St. Louis
gun.
found ils touch. Just once, but
Bul King, who finished 13-of- I ha I was enough.

Falcon icers show 2 forms in weekend wins vs. Alabama-Huntsville
Hockey

R

DAN MFD
SlllKls Kill II >R

Il was a case ol apathy one night.
' and dominance the next. All rolled
up into one tight little two-game
series against a school that should
«iot have had a chance against the
i mighty Bowling Green hockey tra' dilion.
* After Bowling Green narrowly
ided embarrassment Friday.
beating Division I newcomer AlabaIvma-Hunlsville 4-3. the Falcons
..•mindset was to make sure Saturday's
'game againsi I "AH look a different
;>tone.
, It did. as BG vigorously beat up
"on the Chargers in the second game
^of Ihe weekend series, in an effort to
•save face from Friday's near loss
■• "We wanted lo make sure they
.knew thai they couldn't come in and
•play with a CCHA team." Falcon

captain
Doug
Schueller said alter
Saturday's 5-1 win.
"I think we played a
real solid game
throughout "
With three goals
in the first period,
ihe Falcons showed
they may
have Timm
recovered
their
offensive punch. By limiting UAH
to seven shots in the f'irsi two periixls. the Falcons showed the defensive ability to shut teams down
"I thought we could have easily
had five or six goals in Ihe first period alone," Falcon coach Buddy
Powers said. "We got the three
ingredients il lakes to win tonight.
We got balanced scoring, good team
defense and gotxi goaltending "
Ooaltending was aqucstion mark
going into the game Backup Shawn
Timm got Ihe call, and lei in onl)
one goal on 19 shots in just his thud
siarl ihis season.
"We thought it was a good time
to gel him some action." Powers

said of Timm. "He did a good job."
With Mark Lalonde. Kevin
Ridgeway and Danen Curry. Ihrce
of Iheir top defensemen. out wilh
injuries from Friday's game. Ihe
Chargers had a hard time breaking
the Falcons' offensive pressure
I All could muster a mere three
shot, in the first period, with no real
scoring chance.
Senior defenseman B.J. Adams
got the ball rolling for the Falcons
when he scored a power-play goal
with just under nine minutes left in
ihe first stanza.
Less than a minute later, freshman Ryan Rultz poked a loose puck
past UAH goalie Steve Briere lo
give the Falcons all the offense they
would need.
< enter Greg Day closed out ihe
first period scoring when he skated
from his own defensive zone to the
left of the net and paced a shot perfectly above Briere's left shoulder. It
was Day's third point of the night, as
he assisted on the first two goals
BG notched its fourth and fifth
goals on power plays early in ihe

"Yeah, this game was kind of a wake-up call.
It seems like we've had too many wake-up
calls this season."
Tyler Knight
BG llochn h'omard
second period when defenseman
Malk Barlow capitalized on a fiveon-threc and slar of late Curtis
Valentine continued his offensive
breakout.
The second period turned ugly
with UAH building a revolving door
in the penally box. The Chargers
look 13 penalties thus limiting them
lo VCT) leu offensive chalices.
The Chargers pulled Briere 13
seconds into the second period
because of injury, but Bowling
Green kept the pressure on backup
Mark Byrne, peppering him null 30
shots over the last two periods. The
Falcons had 5.3 shots on the night.
The lone offensive highlight for

UAH came when Ryan McCormack
poked the puck through Timm's
five-hole lo break Ihe shutout.
While Saturday's game was a
result of the previous night's lackluster play. Friday's game was one
thai supposedly builds character.
Sure, fighting back from a twogoal deficit and winning the game in
the last five minutes is exhilarating
and exciting, but against Alabamallunlsville. it made the Falcons look
bad
But that's the way il was in a narrow 4-3 win that featured two goals
from senior center Adam Pdmgei
and clutch goaltending from Tyler
Masters thai guaranteed the one goal

h

The Falcons stormed back after
trailing 2-0 midway through the second period and then took control in
the third with two goals in the last
five minutes to win.
The effort was called "lackluster"
by some Falcons, and a "wake-up
call" by others.
"Yeah, Ihis game was kind of a
wake-up call," said Bowling Green
forward Tyler Knight, who scored
the first Falcon goal of the night. "Il
seems like we've had too many
wake-up calls this season."
The first period ended with UAH
grasping a 1-0 lead on McCormack's power-play goal at 7:48.
McCormack's shot trickled through
Masters' pads and crossed the goal
line.
The Chargers expanded their lead
by one when Darren Curry onelimed a Nathan Bowen pass for his
sixlh goal of the season
Knight got BG on Ihe board lo
• See ALABAMA, page 9.
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Stewart's treys lead Miami past BG
"It did feel that way for once."
Slewarl said of being "in the zone."
"I felt as if I could go anywhere and
just shoot it. It's a feeling I've never
had but it's a great feeling."
Miami's Kclli Stamper hil four
treys off the bench en route to 20
points Hollie Nelsen added two
three's while Heather Cusick had
one. Nelsen finished with 12 points
while center AuBree Hamilton had
13.
"We have a lot of good threepoint shooters on our team," Fantanarosa said. "When they have the
open shot. I give them the green
light to take the shot."
Hamilton scored most of her
points in the second half when BG
extended its defense to guard against
the three. She also had a team-high
II rebounds, including six offensively, which led to some putbacks
against the undersized Falcons.
Miami also had 23 assists to BG's
14. Freshman Heather Cusick had
10 for the Redllawks while Jaymee
Wappcs led BG with eight.
Bowling Green led 22-16 early as
it was hitting its treys. Suddenly, the
shooting went cold while Miami
kept hitting. The end result was a
Miami 55-8 run over a period of 12
minutes to put the game out of
reach.
"It was
a slugfest early."
Knoblauch said. "Then we couldn't
score forever. We made some silly
passes. They moved to the ball and
made some good steals and got out
on the break, so even when they.
weren't shcx)ting three's, they got
jumpers and layups off the break."

Women's Hoops
G.MICHAEL GRAHAM
SPORTS WRITER
OXFORD.
Ohio
—
Dee
Knoblauch said her Bowling Green
women's basketball learn slands
almost no chance of victory when
teams hit from the outside.
The Miami RedHawk outside
gunners did just that Saturday at
Milletl Hall. They found the creases
and holes in BG's 2-? matchup zone
to shoot 52 percent from three-point
range <I6-of-3l) and 49 percent
from the field (37-of-76). The result
was a 100-69 Mid-American Conference victory.
"It was one of those games where
they got hot." Falcon coach Dee
Knoblauch said. "The bucket looks
10 feel wide. It affected everything.
They shot incredibly well."
Bowling Green, on the other
hand, was 24-of-62 from the field
for 39 percent and 7-of-23 from
three-point land for 30 percent. BG
entered the game averaging 8.8
three-pointers made per contest.
This total brings it down a bit to 8.6.
"I thought we were going to have
a hard time defending their thrccpoml shooters." Miami coach Maria
Fanlanarosa said. "Fortunately for
ifs. probably being (BG playing) two
days alter a Western Michigan game
stfas to our advantage. A lot of their
shooters didn't have legs today or it
could have been a shootout."
. The Falcons drop to 4-14 overall
and 2-6 in the MAC while Miami is
li)-7 and 4-3. BG is marred in a
three-game losing streak and Miami
is ihe second team during that span
to score 100 or more points.
Senior guard Jamie Stewart did
the most damage lot Ihe Rcdllauks.
nailing 9-of-l5 treys for 60 percent,
including five in Ihe first hall She
finished with a game-high 29 points

Senior guard Sherry Kahle led
the Falcons with 16 points while
Francine Miller added 12. Angle
Farmer had 11 and Kim Griech con
tributed nine.
Junior Jackie Adlinglon. who

HOCKEY
Continued from page «
end the period with UAH leading 2
I
In the third period, it looked as if
the Falcons had had enough of the
scrappy Chargers, picking up their
play and dominating much of the
lasl stanza. BG center Adam Ldingcr

scored his fifth goal of the season
when he poked a loose puck through
Bricrc to tie the game al two early in
the third.
However. UAH found another
spark and made a bid for the upset
with Jessi Otis' goal with less than
six minutes left in the game.
Then the character building part

■

■

■

■

i

■

.... ■JIIOH ill

Campus Events
'Golden Key'Golden Key'
General Meeting
Tuesday al 9pm
BA 101
•Golden Key'Golden Key'
5 on 5 Coed Soccer Tournament
Sponsored by
Sport Managemeni Alliance
Proceeds benefit Dance Marathon
Sat Feu 5. 2000
S30 tee includes pizza, drinks and prizes
For more into and a registration form
Contact Scott at Kohls ©bgnet bgsu edu
DAFFODIL DAYS
DAFFODIL DAYS
Coming March 20th
Discover Europe
Summer study in Nantes. France
Information meeting
Tues Jan 25 at 9 00pm
BAA 1000
6 weeks, 6 credits.
Rush Into Nights Rush Alpha Phi Omega
Tuesday Jan 25 Haishman-Chapman
Activity Room 8 15
Kreischer-Ashley Activity Room 9:00
Wednesday Jan 26 McDonald North
Lounge 815
Thursday Jan 27 Kohl Front Lounge 7:00
It you have any questions contact:
!amaraw@bgnet bgsu edu

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
MILLER—BG's Francine Miller drives on Western Michigan's
Dionne Lassilla in a recent game. Miami handed the Falcons
their third straight loss Saturday.
dcbui when the game was out of
reach. The tallest player on the roster at 6-foot-1 had a free throw,
assist and block.

If there is anything positive the
Falcons can take from this jjame. it
is al the free-throw line. IK i had
fewet fouls (I3-I0| than the ho-.iv
As a result, the Falcons nailed more
free throws (l4-of-l7 for 82 per

Senior Portraits
Last Chance
Senior Portraits
You can't delay any longer Carl Woll
Studio is now on campus taking senior
portraits lor the final time this year
Portraits are taken in the yearbook office
in 28 West Hall (basement) Irom 10am6pm daily Portraits taken in dress clothes
and cap and gown, which the studio provides Call 372-8634 to schedule a sitting
Don't be left out ol Ihe special 2000 Key
Yearbook1
ROWING CLUB INFO MTG
NO experience needed
Tonight @ 9:15pm. Olscamp Lobby

Senior Portraits
Schedule
On-Line
Last week for senior portraits and this is
cent) than Miami (IO-of-13 for 77
Ihe final session this year. Schedule your
percent).
sitting online at:
The Falcons host Akron Wcdneswww.carlwoltstudio.com
dav at 7 n m.
Usemame bowlinggreen2k
Password 0037
or call the yearbook office at 372-8634.
Portraits
taken
daily 10am-6pm in 28
found himself in front of the net » nil
kicked into gear for Ihe Falcons
West Hall. S6 sitting tee can be bursared
I nil/ tied the game at three, two
the puck, and backhanded it ovet
minutes later. He took a Greg Day
rebound and slammed it into the
Hi icrc's left shoulder just under the
Lost/Found
open net before Bricre could recovright
elbow of the goal.
er.
Lost Polaroid Digital Camera. Reward if
Thirty seconds later. Cdinger put
BG hosts Northern Michigan for
found CaL 372-4049.
the game away with his second goal

"I wanted to play her today."
Knoblauch said. "She went in and I
hope got over her nervousness She
just needs a heck of a lot more reps
in practice to be ready."

joined the team this week following
a two-year layoff after transferring
Irom Cleveland Slate, made her

Travel

of the night. The Toledo native

■ 1 Spring Break Vacations' Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas, Florida Best Prices
Guaranteed1 Free Parties & Cover charges1 Spaces limited, book now! All maior
credit cards accepted1 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
■"'Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise1
5 Nights S279i Includes Meals & Free
Parties' Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngQreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386
'Spring Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs' 7
parties-Free Dnnks' Daytona $149' South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179!
spnngbreaktravel com 1.800-678-6386
GO DIRECT' #1 Internet-based company
offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages' Guaranteed Lowest Price' 1-800367-1252. www.spnngbreakdirect com
MYRTLE BEACH, SC
SPRING BREAK- $75 * UP
www retreatmyrtlebeach.com
1-800-645-3618
Roundtnp to Florida with a friend-S80
each Greyhound Bus 352-2329
Spring Break 2000
All the info you need
Panama City-DaytonaKey West-South Padre
www.yourspringbreak.com
SPRING BREAK 5000
PANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE 'FUN
PLACE"' HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED BIKINI CONTESTS,
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB, MINI GOLF. GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-800-488-8828
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM
"ACT NOW' LAST CHANCE TO RESERVE YOUR SPOT FOR SPRING
BREAK! DISCOUNTS FOR 6 OR MORE'
SOUTH PADRE. CANCUN, JAMAICA..
BAHAMAS. ACAPULCO. FLORIDA &
MARDI GRAS REPS. NEEDED. TRAVEL FREE 800-838-8203
WWW LEISURETOURS COM
SPRING BREAK 2000! Cancun. Jamaica. Florida. Call USA Spring Break lor a
Iree brochure, rates and ask how you can
GO FOR FREE! ASK ABOUT OUR
LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!! 1-888-7774642 www.usaspringbreak.com
Spring Break 2000! South Padre Island
www.oirentals.com/soringbreak
1-800-292-752Q

Personals
Are you worried about your weight?
New-Confidential Support Group
Take a Bite
and on the move for Health & Joy
will encourage healthy eating & exercise
and positive body image.
Every Wed 3 30pm Starting Jan. 26
Room 170 Wellness Connection
372-9355

two games this weekend

*

WANTED

I

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

Welcome Back
BGSU Students

UA0 NEEDS YOU!

"Beat The Clock" Special

For

Homecoming Director
Applications can be picked up

Monday and Tuesday
5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
The time you call
i§ the price you pay for a
lar^e 1-item pizza!

at 210 South Hall and are due
by February 2nd at 5:00pm.
For More

^

Information s-r-r /" AJZ.' <f

railcall372-7162

-WO^fc"
Hm^cmvu^2000 ^

m

826 Main St.

r "I Large,

353-7272

r

1 Large,
1 Topping
Pizza

2 Large, 1
Topping
Pizzas

$11.99

$7.99

$13.99

^-----.-..-.

B^MMa a0.

I Topping Pizza,
Order of Breadsticksi
& 2 Liter of Coke

^xpires 1/31/00

J
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Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Unlimited tanning until spring break
$45 or a month unlimiled S25 (new bulbs)
Campus Tanning 352-7889.

College student w/dnvers license to help
mom w/leenage children's activities Two
10 three nights a week Call 353-1064
leave name and phone.

Want to (tart a real career? Strong,
business-minded students shouldn't settle
lor dull, underpaying jobs Be a part ol
something big and earn plenty ol money
along the way. We are a Toledo-based,
internet startup company, looking lor
highly motivated business & marketing
students This is a part-time opportunity
and has numerous advancement opportunilies. This is the perfect opportunity to
finish college and secure a lull time |Ob
upon graduation What are you waiting
lor? To apply, email:
sales@communityisp.net today!

Personals
At last, the diet ol the millennium!
Lose thoae lbs. FAST! Natural, guaranteed Call 1-888-524-7271
Attention musicians. Looking lor experienced musicians 10 siart a band. Lead
guitar player; acoustic and electric. Bass
player, singer, female or male drummerbongo player. Serious inquiries only,
please Contact me al
JDoe589excite.com
Conlidential Eating Disorder Group
Women al all stages ol recovery
group support & encouragement
conlidential interactive discussions.
Every Tuesday 7-8:30pm
Women's Center, Hinna Hall 10*
Sludent Health Service, Judy Miller
372-7425 lor more into.
Delta Zeta Sorority
Information Sessions!
Sunday 1/23 7-9pm
Sigma Phi Epsilon House

QB

Monday 1/24 Noon-2pm
Founders Hall-Room 136
•For more info contact Annika, Jessica
or Gretchen at 372-8083 or

Worried about pregnancy?'
Free Pregnancy Tests Conl'denlial and
Cajjnfl 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Wanted
1 subleaser needed May to August
$207/month + gas and electric. 2 BR. 1
1/2 bath, spacious. 372-3575 Racheal.
1 to 2 M or F sublsrs. needed. 1 bdrm
fuin. or unfurn. apt. Close to campus.
S300 mo No sec dep. Elec. only 3539244.
.
Female subleaser needed ASAP
Own room, close to campus, modern
apartment, only $243/mth * 1/3 utilities.
Call Erin or Jill 354-8607, il no answer call
Elizabeth 354-6055.
Subleasers needed. 2 BR-1 1/2 bath, lurnished. 841 8th St. May 10th-Aug. 12.
$415/mo . deposit Call 372-2924

Help Wanted

DZ2002@iuno.com

KKG-DZ-KKG
Besl ol luck to the sislers ol Delia Zeta on
your recolonization. The ladies ol KKG
support you.
KKG-DZ-KKG
Pi Beta Phi
Supports Delta Zeta returning to BGSU
For spring recruitment.
Besl ol luck!
Senior Portraits
Schedule
On-Line
Last week lor senior portraits and Ihis is
the linal session this year Schedule your
silting online at.
www.carlwolfstudio.com
Username bowlinggreen2k
Password 0037
or call the yearbook ollice al 372-8634
Portraits taken daily 10am-6pm in 28
West Hall. S6 sitting lee can be bursared
Senior Portraits
Last Chance
Senior Portraits
You can'l delay any longer. Carl Wolf
Sludio is now on campus taking senior
portraits lor the linal lime this year.
Portraits are taken in the yearbook office
in 28 West Hall (basemenl) from 10am6pm daily Portraits taken in dress clothes
and cap and gown, which the studio provides Call 372-8634 to schedule a silling.
Don't be left out of the special 2000 Key
Yearbook'
___^
§
UNDERGRADUATE
ASSISTANTSHIP
POSITIONS available lor biology majors
lor 2000-2001. Application deadline:
Feb. 11.

No Union?

E X P R E S S
fAX PLACE

<"-s

AvramoN BGSU
STUDENTSI
Receive $5.00 off

1068 N. MAIN ST.

Home care assistant tor person with special needs Monday-Friday 8 00am9:00am. Salary S7.00-S10 00 hourly depending on experience Conlact 686-0221
weekdays afler 5 00pm
Lawn Specialists
Tru Green Chemlawn is looking to add a
lew good specialists to our learn. Please
call Jeff Uti ® 874-3575 or come in and
apply at Tru Green Chemlawn 12401
Eckel Rd.. Perrysburg. OH
Local pnnler, close 10 campus, looking lor
pt lime help in pre-press graphics. Flexible limes during business hrs. 8am4.30pm. Mon thru Fri Contact Cynlhia at
354-8717.
__
Local NW Ohio Chamber ol Commerce is
looking (or an Executive Director. Position
duties include develop and retain membership, advocate for Business, work wilh
the Irustees. represenl the Chamber and
Community. Salary range $35-38,000.
Ideal candidate will possess the following:
•Strong leadership and interpersonal
skills
•excellent written and oral communication
abilities
'effective management and liscal
experience
'active community involvement
II you are ready to make a change, meet
the qualifications, and would like to learn
more about this opportunity please send
resume by 2/15/00 "o:
Jefl Fallon, President
Bowling Green Chamber ol Commerce
CO 170 S. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Email* jelallon@wcnet.org
EOE
Notetaker
Get smart(er) by getting paid to take
notes in class Versity.com is now hiring
notelakers lor more lhan titty of next semesters classes Earn $8$14/dass. Apply online @ www versiiy.com
Pan lime assembly jobs with flexible
hours and lull time light manufacturing
lobs available Work a schedule that
meets your educational and technical
needs. Pinnacle is wilhm walking distance
from campus. Part-time must work a minimum ol twelve (12) hours a week. Up lo
$6.15 per hour plus attendance bonus to
start, opportunity for increases. Being dependable could help secure a job tor the
summer and next semester.
Apply M-F. 8am-4pm at: Pinnacle Plastic
Products. 513 Napolean Rd Bowling
Green. OH
Persons needed Thursdays 4-8pm and
will continue lor extended SUMMER
hours to work with autistic child in Oregon
home. Call 419-693-7869
Telephone order clerks full/part-lime.
S6.00/hr guaranteed. Daily bonus avail.
Siart immediately 353-8705

Cosmos

electronic filing fees with
your B.G.S.U. student
I.D. at Fast Cash /
Express tax place
Money Order 25C
NEXT TO KROGER PLAZA

400 Counselors/Instructors needed! Coed
summer camps in Pocono Mountains. PA
Lohikan, 800-488-4321 www.lohikan com
Are you connected? Internal users wanted S500-S1500/week. 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring lor SPRING semester
Part time
Less than one block Irom Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift: 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum ol 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to 55.55
after 100 hours ol service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts
Apply in person between the hours ol
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) al
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks Irom campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Dancers wanled • Toledo's newest club
Part-time and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640

Is The Answer!
/" ". open
*W*

Till

...For Studying
Midnight
...Being With Friends
...Healthy Food
...Hot Soup & Drinks
ALSO: S«ladv SjndwKhvs. and Deuerts

354-JAVA
J26E.Wooster«

THE
TANNING
CENTER

20th ANNIVERSARY SALE

3 LOCATIONS

Eipires I/3I/00

SOUTHSIDK LAUNDROMAT

993 S. MAIN
353-8826
5 BEDS/ l BOOTH

Cancun * Jamaica * Nassau

Save $50
on Second Semester
Blowout!!!

354-2300

$20
$20

10 Bed Visits
8 Booth Visits

Spring Break
Super Sale!

For Sale
1991 Plymouth Sundance, good condition, asking $2500 or best offer, call 3523904.
HONDAS FROM S29/mo. Police impounds. For listings/payment details call
1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.
Solid Oak Loft
Durable & dependable, bed side tray.
bed level adjustable in height.
$100. Call 353-4620

For Rent
"Houses, Apts., Rooms 00-01 S.V."
Houses; 916 3rd St., 6 bed -new carpel
315 E Merry Up 4-Beo Incl. Utilities
211 E Reed, Up or Down-New Carpet
326 Leroy Up or Down
321 E, Merry ID-New Flooring
Apartments; 311-316 E. Merry, 2-Bed
AND MORE Call 353-0325 9-9.
Listings 24 hrs 316 E Merry «3
1 bdrm. 1 bath, 326 N. Mam 1-419-2582740.
1.2,3 Bedroom Apis
From only
S425
Pnvate Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kiichen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7715
3-4 subleasers needed Summer 2000
Close to campus. 4 bedroom house on
Second St Call anytime. 353-9440
3-4 sublsrs needed tor house less than 2
blocks from campus. May 7-Aug. 15.
$800/mo. Call 353-2402
4 bdrm . 1 bath hse 516 E. Reed, avail
Aug 16. 12 mo. lease. Hse in good shape
w/ nice bkyard. carpeted, off-street pkg ,
unfurn. except lor relng. & stove, no dogs
allowed 419-885-8307, leave message
for Sieve
Apts lor 2000-2001 school year
1 to 3 person - 12 mo. leases only
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367-8666
No calls after 8pm
F sublsr. own bdrm & blhrm in 2 bdrm.
apt. Shuttle to union & swim pool. $241
mo., pnee neg. Call 354-4274, Iv. message Email xul<ngl@bgnet
GEORGETOWN MANOR
800 3rd St gdhovBwcnet org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 & elec/lree heat.
2 bdrm starts S545 & elec/lree heat.
W/D lacil., AC, parking/walk-in closet,
lurn./unlurn. renovated, quiet. No pets.
Houses for rent: All 12 month leases, tenants pay utilities, security deposit & parental guarantees.
730 Elm--2 BR, $475/mo. avail May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR, $600
avail. May 23
217 S College-3 BR. $630 avail May 23
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
alter 5:00pm
Houses. 1. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning ol May ol 2000
352-7454
Now leasing lor summer & tall.
601 3rd SI.. 704 5th St.. 710 7th SI.
Call 352-3445
One room w/kitchenette lor 1 female
(shared bath). $220, ulil. incl, furnished
E. Reed St, 352-1968

CAM. NOW'!!!

800-293-1443
www.StudentCitv.coni

THE HEAT
9()4 E. W()0STER

352-3588
5 BEDS

Serving BG since 1980

Management inc.
PAH. OPENINGS

S<rv« inm \*m Ml I ol IM »!■■■— * o» US * 11* » W
Mp.HOMBHqi*ianC«UII9toMnMlllU

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Honda $149
S oi-i • Wfl mm • Ftw rarMf • KrMM Inn

Management Inc.
UillsdakApts. 10X2 Fairview,
I-2 bedroom. 9 1/2 - 12 mo.
Leases. Siart at S3X0.
Call 353-5X110

City ■ Iwnwn mm* m tmtm * MW

7 mm ■ m» SowW tOMft. C— I—

Cancun & Jamaica $439
T Mfhtl • *» .*»l' FfM ft)0<J t X Mr» Ol OMM
ipringbreaktravcl.com - Our 13th Year!

Management [nc.

1-800-678-6386

Evergreen Apis. 215 I. Poe,

Studios I bdrm. laundry on site.
Starts at S250
Call 353-5X01)

/fllgCA

309 High
2bdrm apts. turn & unfurn
FREE Gas, heat, water, & sewer
• Central air conditioning

NEWIPVE

Management Inc.
Blue House 120 N. Prospect 2
bdrm. close to downtown &
campus, starts at S650
Call 353-8800

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 I: Washington Succt. Bowling (irccn. Ohio

419 354-6036

ATTN:Grad Students
Now Leasing
for
Fall 2000

Management Inc.
Heinz Site 726 N. Enterprise
1 bdnn BRAND NEW
Slarts at $400
Call 353-5800

220 Napoleon Rd
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in bldg.
a/c. quiet. From $395 mo.
Jay-Mar Aplt,
803-815 8th st.
quiet, spacious, laundry
facilities in bldg, a/c
gas heat From $475 mo

Rentals
332 1/2 S. Main St.
(our only office)
352-5620

Management Inc.
Willow House X30 Fourth St..

I bdnn. Remodeled.
Slarts at S400

We'll lake care olyou.
Best price, well maintained.
privacy S dead bolt security, large
apartments.

Management Inc.
Slw r.v OUT ofTicc al 1045 V Main SI
foi complete Inline or Call 151-JH00.
wwM.MciKl.urK -mrcci

Call 354-6036
From 9:00 - 5:00

www.newloverealty.com

^

www.wcnet.org/-hlghland

iyj i
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for 90 years, this institution, nestled among the windyfieCds of northwestern Ohio,
has reveled in tradition and strove for excellence. 'Every student who has walked in
the shadows of its buildings and found success within its halls has eTqerienced the
history that is fowling Qreen. Developedfrom the formal School of 1910, this
University is the realization ofpast efforts; a hope for dreams of the future.

We Saved the Best for Last - The Yearbook of the MILLENNIUM
Name.
P.I.N.

Soc. Sec. #

Date

Permanent Zip Code.

O Freshman □ Sophomore □ Junior □ Senior
□ rU BE HEM TO PICK UP my
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niversity and Hanna Hall have been two cornerstones
campus for many decades. Hanna Hall originally had a gymnasium,
which has been transformed into Gish Theater.
t

The McFall Center was not
always the home of
administrative offices. Before
Jerome Library, it was McFall that
housed the books.

BUILDINGS

It is 1920. The University's buildings arc practically
new. There are students walking to classes in formal
clothing. Men arc in slacks, oxford shins and maybe a
lie. Women are wearing a skirt and a blouse or a dress.
Everyone eventually passes through the walkway between
University and Moslcy Hall. Three connected buildings
have different stories and have thier own significance:
Mosley Hall. University Hall and Hanna Hall.
According lo Smart Givcns. Ihe University's historian
and a htslory professor. Mosley Hall was built in 1950. It
was named after Edwin Mosley who was a well-known
biology teacher al Ihc University in the 1940s. A lot has
changed since then. Mosley Hall's initial purpose was to
have biology and agriculture classes. Furthermore, the
building used lo have a standard lab and the off-campus
center used lo be a cow bam. he said.
Another building. University Hall, was built in 1914
and was one of Ihc two priginal buildings al Ihe
University. In Ihe 1960s this hall was call Ihe
Administrative building. It had administrative offices, a
library, a theater, and classes. When questioned why this
building has such a common name. Givens said, "ll is
very common lo have a hall called University Hall, it is
like a tradition."
Nicole Stannard, a sophomore music performance
major, also said there are many ghost legends about
University Hall's theaters. Stannard said in the Eva Marie
Saint Theatre there is a ghost named Alice. On the nighl
before Ihe play begins. Ihe slage manager must go out
onto Ihe slage when no one else is mere with only a
"ghosi" lighl on Ihe slage.
Another aging building is Hanna Hall, which was built
in 1920. II was named after Lady Myma Reese Hanna.
Hanna was one of Ihe firsl lo be par! of Ihe state
legislature. She was also in Ihe House of Reprcscntalives
for Ihe Bowling Green region. Also, she persuaded Ihe
University lo change ils name from Bowling Green Stale
Normal College lo Bowling Green Stale University.
Hanna Hall was originally pan of ihe University's
community school district. It was used lo Irain sludenl
teachers and was often referred to as Ihe Universily
Elementary School. For 10 years ii was ihe college of
education, then it changed to a building thai offered
writing and geography classes.

guiratt (iucUutyi &aue tAein. ow*t
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ccording lo rumors, a ghost
named Alice lives in ihe Eva
. Marie Sainl Theater inside
Universily Hall. The siage manager musi
invite Alice lo ihe plav and save a seal
for her 10 see the play, or she will cause
ihe performance to go awry.

niversily Hall is one of ihc University's two original
buildings. During Ihe 1960s ii was known as ihe Administrative
building.

BGSU TRIVIA
1. Which residence hall was the first to house students on campus?
2. What magazine featured Founders Hall?
3. When were the first student ID cards issued?
4. What was Bowling Green recognized for in the
Guinness Book of World Records?
5. What was the seal of Bowling Green modeled after?

6. The first MAC championship was in what sport?
7. What Olympic gold medalist is an honorary alumnus?
8. Which Bowling Green team was the first to compete on a national level?
9. What does SIC SIC stand for?
10. According to legend, how many ghosts does BG have?

ANSWERS ON PAGE 6

BGSU OVER
• In 1940 Greek life was introduced to Bowling Green.
The first Greek organization on campus was Beta
Gamma Upsilon, taking their name from the school's
letters BGU.
• The presence of World War II was felt on BG*s campus.
The 1942 Edition of The Key included a list of
approximately 1.500 names of soldiers, a list of
casualties, and addresses to write Falcons abroad.
It also had a page featuring Fighting Falcons in uniform.
• In 1942 civilian pilot training began on campus. This led to the creation of the Bricker airfield.
The airfield doubled the University's size in acreage.
• President Prout created SIC SIC in 1946.

• Falcon Hall, which had served as Air Force headquarters
in 1951 and 1952, was torn down in 1957.
• Ground was broken for Prout Hall in 1954. More than
300 women moved in September 1955.
• Construction on Rodgers Quadrangle extended housing
for 600 men.
• All the campus sidewalks led to the new University Union,
which became the cultural and social hearthstone of the
university.
• President Kennedy visited Bowling Green to speak to a
political science class in the fall of 1959.

• The 1960's changed the face of Bowling Green. New construction on
campus: Ice Arena (1967), Library (1967), Life Sciences (1967),
Education Building (1968), Student Services (1968).
• In addition to protests against the war, on-campus beauty pageants
attracted demonstrators as well.

THE YEARS
• Three new buildings appeared on campus: the Business
Administration building in the early 70s and in 1979 the Musical
Arts building and the Recreation Center opened their doors.
• Co-educational dormitory living was introduced for the first
time in Offenhauer Towers.
• The Great Blizzard of 1978 buried Bowling Green for five days,
leaving the University without heat and water for much of that time.
• Star Trek's Leonard Nimoy. as well as Tom Brokaw spoke on
campus. Music groups and performers such as Aerosmith, Ethos,
Cannonball Adderly, Argent & Wet Willie, and Jo Jo Gunne all
performed for BGSU students.

• Four-year quarterback Brian McClure played his final game for BG,
finishing his career with 10,579 yards, an almost untouchable MAC record.
• Bowling Green's hockey team captured the National Championship at Lake
Placid, NY. They defeated the University of Minnesota at Duluth 5-4 in
four overtime periods.
• President Ronald Reagan visited the campus in 1984 and received an
eight-minute standing ovation in Anderson Arena.
«Founders and Rodgers residence halls became co-educational living units.

■ Antonio Daniels, NBA Lottery pick and member of the World Champion
San Antonio Spurs, played for Bowling Green.
• Jason Jackson, host of ESPN's NBA 2-night and former host of
Sportscenter, graduated from Bowling Green.
• BGSU Falcon football team wins back-to-back MAC Championships
and bowl games in 1991 and 1992.
• ■
• In 1997 East Hall was completed. It is the newest building on
campus.
• Voice mail was added to the university's phone lines.
• Bowling Green bids farewell to the Student Union.

I
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Kohl Hall was completed in 1939 and provided housing for men. Rooms cost $1.50 a
1 week and board was $4 a week. Kohl Hall was also the first building on campus to be
named after a faculty member, Clayton C. Kohl, Sociology.
Founders Hall was featured in
2 Mademoiselle magazine upon
its completion.

In the fall of 1985, the University
3 began issuing ID cards to students.

Bowling Green appeared in the Guinness Book of World Records for The Snake Dance,)
4 a 3,376 person conga line. The snake dance was a Homecoming tradition.

Bowling Green's seal was
modeled after
Ohio's state seal.
Rumor has it that
passing on the
right side will
ensure a passing gr

In March of 1956 the swim
team won the first MAC
championship for Bowling
Green. The golf team also
won a championship in May
of 1956.

Scott Hamilton, Olympic gold medalist ice skater and native of
/ Bowling Green is an honorary University alumnus.

The Bowling Green debate team reached the national semifinals
8 in 1930.

Nobody knows what
y SIC SIC stands for. The meaning has
been kept secret since President Prout
began the organization in 1946.
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Legend has it there are at least four ghosts
lU associated with Bowling Green.

Senior Portraits
To schedule a sitting,
CALL NOW! 372-8634
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FAMOUS FACES
I any famous people have graced (he
campus of Bowling Green State
University, some of the most famous
include politicians, entertainers and lawyers.
On February 15, 1969, Vice President Spiro
Agnew spoke to the university in what his press President
staff called a "major policy statement." The
nation's number two man dwelled on the topics
Ford's visit
of student unrest and student service projects
throughout his 16-page address. True to a is the only
campaign promise. Vice President Agnew stated
he would favor a lowering of the voting age to
visit
to
18. not. he said, because a man would be old
enough to fight, but because he would be smart Bowling
enough to vote. The statement drew a long round
of applause from the audience of 1.800.
Green by a
F. Lee Baily spoke to students on February 4.
1973, concerning the country's current judicial president
system. Baily kicked off Cultural Boost's Law
and Justice Week. He told students. "The who
was
American judicial system is a game with no
guarantee that the innocent person will end up currently
the winner."
President Gerald Ford paraded down Mercer in office.
street in June of 1976 campaigning for his reelection. President Ford's visit is the only visit to
Bowling Green by a president who was currently
in office. Ford's message was his plan to create
more jobs for Americans and improve the
economy. During his motorcade's 309-mile travel
from Cincinnati to Toledo, the President was
greeted by an estimated 100.000 Ohioans on 175 and fh eight cities.
Later that same year comedian Bob Hope

enertained a packed Anderson Arena during
Parents Weekend. The audience, which came from
12 states, was appreciative, honoring the
comedian with standing ovations at the onset and
close of his act. Hope was last on campus for
spring commencement when he received an
honorary
Doctor of
Haunftfai
degree.
Hope
was
initially

scheduled
to attend
t h c
football
game
with
Ohio University but a full day of activities from
the day before in Syracuse N.Y.. prevented him
from arriving until just 10 minutes before walking
on stage.
Finally, on October 15. 1986. Vice President
George Bush addressed the 5th District
Republican Party rally for Congressman Del Latta
and other Republican candidates. "If you're
talking about balancing the budget or cutting taxes
or standing proudly for a strong foriegn policy,
the President and I know when the chips are down.
Del Latta is there." he said.
Compiled I'M Mlk>- Rnuntvbt-rrv
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Bailey's speech
his discussed the
ramifications and
possibilities of a
citizen being
wrongly
imprisioned by
saying. "All we
can do is say we
are sorry."

I I he welcome for Vice President
Bush was regarded as low-key compared
to the visit by President Reagan in 1984
because as one siudeni explained. "There
was a lot of energy when President
Reagan was here. Bush's visit was
directed toward a different group of
people."

Iwll aking many returns lo
Bowling Green, Scott Hamilton has
not forgotten his home. The 1984
Olympic gold medalist has returned
to skate in exhibitions at the Ice Arena
and at charily events.

■^1 unnt! a speech to citizens of
Bowling Green President Ford said he fell
he was the only candidate who could win
both (he Republican nomination and the
general election in the fall.
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YOU CANT PUT THEM
OFF ANY LONGER!
This is your final
0f4H>rtuHity to jwrt your
!

AUSSHKttS
GRADUATING IN
MAY, AUGUST, OR
DECEMBER MUST
ATTEND THIS WEEK
To Be Included in
the historic 2000
Yearbook.

